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CAUTION PPE Safety: Follow the safety guidelines listed below 

• Always wear safety glasses during all procedures 

• Ensure the work area is clear of trips, slips or fall hazards prior to starting work 

• Make sure you are wearing non-conductive shoes prior to working with electrical 

components 

• Do not lift heavy objects by yourself; use a lift cart or 2-person procedures 

 

 

 

mailto:techsupport@idlefreesystems.com
http://www.phillipsandtemro.com/patents
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Pallet Contents 

The APU system will arrive on a pallet and will include the following components: 

• Condensing unit (921001) 

• Condenser mounting plate assembly (921006) 

• Evaporator (921002) 

• Installation Kit (921015) 

• Automatic Start-Stop Kit (12 options available, truck specific) 

• Battery Box (optional) 

o Battery box installation kit 

o Battery box mounting kit 

 

Please take time to inventory the contents of the pallet. Place the individual boxes near the 

area of the truck where they will be installed.  

Contents Truck Location 

Condensing unit Backside of cab 

Condenser Mounting plate Backside of cab 

Battery box Backside of cab 

Evaporator Interior bunk 

Automatic Start-Stop kit In the cab 
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System & Installation Overview 

The eAPU system consists of these main components: 

  

1. Condensing unit        2. Evaporator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Automatic Start-Stop module     4. Battery Box (optional) 
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Tools Recommended for the Installation Process 

• Pneumatic Rivet Nut tool 

o Pressure regulator 

o 5/16-18 chuck 

o ¼-20 chuck 

• A/C Recovery Machine (R134a) with service hoses 

o 1.75lb R134a required 

• Ear clamp pliers (Knipex 1099) for refrigeration fittings 

• ½” Drill 

• Impact Driver 

• Torque Wrench 

• Cable cutters 

• Cable Crimpers  

• Heat Gun 

• Drill bits:  

o 17/32” – Condenser Rivet Nuts 

o 25/64” – Evap Rivet Nuts 

o 2-1/2” hole saw 

o Step drill 

• Sockets (deep well) 

• Nut Drivers 

• Miscellaneous Tools: 

o Assorted driver bits (Torx, Hex) 

o Razor knife 

o Anti-corrosion spray 
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Battery Box Installation 

The in-frame battery box requires 28 inches of clearance between the truck’s frame cross 

members (front of the truck toward the back of the truck). The needed space requires square 

drop in corner clearance to accommodate the square corners of the in-frame battery box.  

The in-frame battery box is mounted between the truck’s frame rails, behind the cab. The in-

frame battery box assembly replaces the truck’s step deck and has a removeable lid for battery 

access. The in-frame battery box contains:  

1. 4 AGM batteries 

2. Cables (connected) 

3. Battery separator     

4. Fuse 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

1. Confirm that the space is available for the in-frame battery box. 

2. Remove the step deck plates or plates to reveal the open space needed for the in-frame 

battery box. 

3. Move or remove any obstacles, between the truck’s frame rails, that will prevent 

installation of the in-frame battery box. 

4. Make sure the wiring opening is facing towards the front of the truck. Using an 

approved lifting mechanism, safely lift the battery box and set it between the frame rails 

behind the truck sleeper. Ensure the battery box is not rubbing against any electrical or 

air lines.  
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5. Center the battery box between the frame rails making sure all areas are equally spaced. 

 
 

6. Install all 4 hold down blocks, bolts, nuts and washers. Snug up the bolts and make sure 

the blocks are square with the frame and battery box before torqueing all mounting 

bolts to 33 ft. lbs. 
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Cable Connections 

 

 

 

1. Route the positive and negative cables connected to the truck battery bank into the in-

frame battery box. Follow company policies for routing. Keep clear of moving 

components and heat sources. DO NOT MAKE CONNECTIONS TO TRUCK BATTERIES 

UNTIL COMPLETION OF APU INSTALLATION.  

2. Cut cable(s) to length so that they go up to the connectors they will be connected to, 

using the following list: 
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a. Positive (red) cable from truck battery box is connected to the open terminal on 

the battery separator, using a 3/8” lug that is for 2 Ga cable.  Heat Shrink 

connector. Before attaching to battery separator, slip current sensor on to cable 

with arrow facing battery separator. 

   

 

 

b. Negative (black) cable from truck battery box is connected to the closest 

negative post in the battery bank THAT ONLY HAS ONE NEGATIVE CABLE ON IT 

ALREADY. Use a 3/8” lug for 2 Ga Cable.  Heat Shrink connector.   

3. When all battery cable connections are complete, place BLUE Locktite on each positive 

or negative connection and torque to 10 ft lbs. 

4. Zip-tie all cables into position. 

 

 

Condensing Unit Installation 

Condensing unit to be installed on the backside of the cab. Make sure you have all the tools you 

will need for this install.  

1. Find the location on the back of the truck cab where the condensing unit will not 

interfere with lights. Look for rivet or spot weld lines. At least four bolts need to go in 

the rivet/spot weld line. 

2. Adhere the condenser mounting plate template that is included in the kit to the 

backside of the cab where you want the condensing unit to be installed. Make sure the 

template is level. Mark the eight holes to be drilled using the template.   

a. It is recommended to mount the plate using the outer most holes as possible. 

b. Some truck models may require different hole placements than the pre-marked 

holes. 
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c. All mounting bolts must be on the same plane and not in the stamped or recessed areas 

of the cab sheet metal 

    
 

3. Remove template and drill marked holes using a 1/8” drill bit. Repeat step 3 using a 

17/32” drill bit to enlarge the holes for rivet nuts. 

     
4. Set rivet nut securely into each hole. Use pneumatic rivet nut tool and approximately 

55psi of air pressure to insert rivet into cab. Do not over tighten. Adjust pressure as 

necessary. Caution: Too high of air pressure could cause damage to the structure.  
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5. Insert bolt (5/16”) through condenser mounting plate in each of the eight holes being 

used. Then place a 1” nylon spacer over the bolt. Place retaining washer on the bolt to 

hold the spacer in place.  

    
6. Mount the condenser mounting plate to the cab with the nylon spacers between the 

cab and the mounting plate. Tighten bolts into the rivet nuts. 

7. Hand tighten each of the bolts and then use a torque wrench to tighten to 11 ft-lbs. 

Now you are ready to mount the condensing unit. 
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8. Remove the condensing unit from the box and remove the plastic white Idle Free cover 

and set aside.  

 
 

9. Hang condensing unit on the four studs on the condenser mounting plate. 

 

 
 

10. Hand tighten flange nuts. Torque to 11 ft-lbs. The final condenser installation will be 

completed after the evaporator is installed. 
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Evaporator Installation 

1. Determine location of the evaporator. Avoid speakers, wall controls or accessories such 

as cabinets. The preferred location is on the back wall above the lower bunk but some 

trucks may require side wall installation.  

2. Remove wall interior to locate interior cab structure. Mounting strips may be required in 

certain truck models to add structure to support evaporator. 

a. If required, attach mounting strips with self-tapping screws. 

 

     
3. Tape template on structure and drill 25/64” holes (4) for rivet nuts. 

 

 
4. Insert rivet nuts using Pneumatic Rivet Nut tool. Thread in 2 ½” stud into the rivet nuts 

until it stops. Test fit the evaporator. 

5. Put the interior wall panel back in place and apply pressure to mark for threaded studs. 

Remove interior wall panel from cab. Punch out the four mounting holes through the 

interior wall panel. (If running harnesses and refrigeration lines inside wall use template 

to cut out pass through hole for harnesses and refrigeration lines.) 
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6. Drill a pilot hole in the floor below where the evaporator will be hung for the harnesses 

and refrigeration lines. Check to ensure there are no obstructions. Drill a 2 ½” hole for 

the floor collar. 

7. Secure the floor collar into the hole. 

8. Run both refrigeration lines from the interior to the exterior. Run the open end of 

refrigeration lines through the floor collar. 

9. Run drain hose from interior cab out through floor collar.  

10. Route harnesses (922008 and 922001) from exterior into the interior through the floor 

collar. See diagram below for further clarification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Feed harnesses, drain hose and refrigeration lines up through the back wall. Reattach 

the interior wall panel and feed the hoses and harnesses through the pass-through hole. 

 

Harness 922008 

Connects from the Condenser through 

the floor collar and into the cab up to 

the evaporator. 

Large 1x6 connector 

to condenser 

(922008) 

Small black 2x6 

connector along with 

2 quick connect 

terminals- get routed 

through the floor to 

the evaporator. 

(922008) 

Harness 922001 

Connects the Automatic Start-

Stop system through the floor 

collar to the evaporator and 

back to the battery box.  

Small white 2x8 Connector 

to the Automatic Start-

Stop. Small black 1x4 

connector routes through 

the floor. (922001) 
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12. Route harnesses, drain hose and refrigeration lines through evaporator metal frame. 

Mount the evaporator on the threaded studs and secure with lock nuts and torque to 75 

in-lbs. 

13. Attach drain hose and clamp on barbed elbow joint. Tighten clamp. 

 

14. Remove shipping caps from coil. There will be a hissing sound as nitrogen escapes. 

Remove slowly. Now you can install refrigerant lines.  

15. There are two refrigerant lines (high and low pressure). Starting with the high pressure 

(smaller diameter) refrigerant line - attach the line to the expansion valve. 

 

16. Tighten using one wrench on the fitting and one wrench on the expansion value. Make 

sure the hose is straight and there are no kinks. Repeat this step for the low pressure 

(larger diameter) refrigerant line.   

 

17. Use 4-5” strips of asphalt tape and wrap around the metal fittings on the high and low 

pressure refrigerant lines.  
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There are two harnesses that go into the evaporator. The previously mentioned 922008 - HARNESS, 

COND TO EVAP the second the 922001 HARNESS, START-STOP. See diagram below for wiring 

connections.  

 

 

a. The orange wire goes to the blower switch plug (B).  
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18. Connect the black negative wire from harness 922008 to the black evaporator negative 

wire.  

 

 

 

19. Unbox the controller (921013 included in the Series 5000 install kit). Insert the blower 

switch plug into the backside of the controller. 
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20. Connect the four wires from the controller to harness 922001. The four-wire connector 

(purple, orange, blue, green) from the control panel connects with the same four-color 

wire connector that is coming from 922001.  

 

21. Connect the four-wire connector from the controller to the same colored four wire 

connector from the evaporator (grey, yellow, purple, green)  

 

22. With the harness that is going to the condensing unit (922008), there will be a six-wire 

plug to connect to the same colored six wire plug on the controller. 
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23. To attach the controller to the evaporator, remove three screws on the evaporator 

where the controller will mount. Hold the controller in place and reinsert the three 

screws and tighten. Zip tie the harnesses together.  

 

 

24. Optional: If running harnesses and refrigeration lines outside wall, you will notch the 
bottom of the evaporator cover to feed the hoses through. You may want to cover the 
refrigerant lines and harnesses with a conduit. 
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25. Put the black Idle Free cover on the evaporator using screws provided. Replace cabinets 
or shelves that may have been taken out for installation.  

 
 
 

 
 

Final assembly instructions 
 

1. Go under the truck and feed the harnesses and refrigeration lines from the evaporator 
to the condensing unit. Secure with zip ties and P-clamps along the route. Follow 
company policies for routing. Keep clear of moving components and heat sources. 

2. Cut the drain hose 6” below floor collar. Attach the duck bill with a clamp.  

 

3. Refrigeration lines: 
Take the low pressure (larger diameter) refrigeration line and cut to length, but allow 
some play using a hose or cable cutter. Do not use a utility knife.  

4. Preassemble the crimp fitting (PD00217034) Caution: Make sure the green o-ring is in 
place or leaking will occur. Tighten both crimps using ear clamp pliers. Attach to the 
fitting on top of the compressor.  
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5. Take the high pressure (smaller diameter) refrigeration line and cut to length, allowing 
for some play. Assemble the crimp fitting (05000480). Caution: Make sure the green o-
ring is in place or leaking will occur. Tighten both crimps using ear clamp pliers. Attach 
the line to the filter drier. Angle the service port away from the edges of the condensing 
frame to allow access.  

 
 

6. Take two P-clamps and wrap around the refrigerant lines. Line up the clamps and screw 
through existing hole.  

 
 

7. Attach wire harness 922008 (6-pin) to the weather pack connector from the condensing 
unit.  

 
8. Attach a P-clamp to the harness and refrigeration lines and secure to the exterior 

sleeper wall, leaving adequate slack for cab movement.  
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Charge System 
ATTENTION: this step needs to be performed by a trained and EPA certified technician 

 
WARNING: Electric compressor POE oil only. Do not add oil during system charge 

 
1. Take each hose from the A/C recovery machine (R134A) and attach it to the service 

ports on the condensing unit.  

 
2. Set the A/C recovery machine to vacuum for 20 minutes. 
3. Zip tie compressor oil warning label to compressor  
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4. Once vacuum is complete, charge the system with 1.75lbs of R134A. DO NOT INJECT OIL. 
5. When complete, remove the refrigerant recovery hoses. Put service port covers back 

on.  
6. Secure white Idle Free cover on condenser. For each bolt, place a star washer on the 

bolt and then a flat washer. Hand tighten. 
 
Electrical harnesses 

1. Take harness 922001 and feed the end with 2 ring terminals and 3 pin connector 
through the collar at the end of the battery box. Leave slack to allow for cab movement. 
Plug the 3-pin connector into the current sensor. Attach the black wire to negative stud 
of the furthest battery from the collar. Attach the red wire to the positive stud of a 
different battery.  

 
 

2. Take the negative battery cable from the install kit (32044) with 3/8” lug.  
a. Feed it into the collar of the battery box and attach it to the same negative post 

that harness 922001 from the previous step is attached to.  
b. Run the negative battery cable up to the condensing unit. Cut the negative 

battery cable to length and feed the black boot over the cable and put heat 
shrink over the cable.  

c. Crimp on 3/8” lug. Heat shrink connector. 
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3. Attach negative battery cable to the black stud at the bottom of the condensing unit.   
4. Remove 250amp fuse inside battery box. Feed the positive battery cable with 5/16” lug 

(32041) through the collar and take one end and attach to fuse holder. (Make sure fuse 
is removed) 

a. Run the positive battery cable up to the condensing unit. Cut the positive battery 
cable to length and feed the red boot over the cable and put heat shrink over the 
cable.  

b. Crimp on 3/8” lug. Heat shrink connector.  

  
5. Attach the positive battery cable to the red stud at the bottom of the condensing unit.  

 

    
6. Coat terminals with anti-corrosion spray. Secure rubber boots over studs. 
7. Re-install the 250amp fuse in battery box. 
8. Make final connections to truck batteries.  
9. Series 5000 air conditioning system is now operational. Move forward with automatic 

start-stop installation. 
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Automatic Start-Stop Installation 

Note: For the Automatic Start-Stop technology to work the Truck Idle Timer needs to be 

extended to 151 minutes or longer. 

1. Place vehicle in safe condition.  
Park vehicle on flat, safe area and chock the wheels. Remove key from ignition switch 
and set the Parking Brake. If this is a manual transmission truck, put the truck in neutral.  

 
2. Place Automatic Start-Stop Base Unit. 

The Automatic Start-Stop Base unit is the black square enclosure located in the Start-
Stop Kit. Remove the dash to find an appropriate location to place the Start-Stop Base 
Unit. This should be near the parking brake line behind the dash. The Base Unit should 
be close to a flat surface or area for mounting or securing behind the dash. Do not 
mount or secure the Base Unit until later. 
 

 
 

3. Connect Power to Automatic Start-Stop.  
In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the red and black wires labeled “Ignition Power” with the 
black 4-pin Molex connector. Plug the black Molex connector into the black 4-pin 
receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit.  
 
Take the un-terminated end of the wires and crimp the included Fuse Tap to the red 
wire, insert the 2A fuse and plug in fuse tap to a direct 12V power source in the truck 
fuse panel. 
 

4. Install Hood Safety Switch.  
In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable labeled “Hood Switch” with the white 2-pin Molex 
connector. Plug the white Molex connector into the white 2-pin receptacle on the Start-
Stop Base Unit. Run this wire through the firewall. 
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To install the Hood Safety Switch, find a mounting location such that when the hood is 
closed, the Hood Safety Switch is angled downward and wires should be coming out of 
the bottom on the Start-Stop safety switch. When the hood is fully open, this switch 
should be angled upward. This switch is usually mounted on a flat surface next to the 
rear of the driver’s side headlight on the hood. Screw the switch to the truck’s hood.  

 
After the safety switch is mounted, connect to the Hood Safety Switch cable making 
sure that the connector is plugged in and you hear 2 clicks. If this isn’t plugged in 
securely, it could come loose and could cause problems later. When finished, secure 
wiring to the truck frame. 
 

 
 

5. Install neutral safety switch.  
Manual Transmission: In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable labeled “Neutral Switch” 
with the black 2-pin Molex connector. Plug the black Molex connector into the black 2-
pin receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit.  

 
Run this cable through the back and bottom of the dash and through the gearshift boot 
cover. Locate the Neutral Safety Switch plug on top of the transmission housing. This 
plug position varies with transmission manufacturer but the transmission will say 
“Neutral Switch” at the correct plug location. Remove the transmission plug and replace 
it with the provided Start-Stop Neutral Safety Switch. In most cases, both metric and 
standard threaded switches are provided by Start-Stop to accommodate the installation 
on various transmissions. Connect the cable to the safety switch. 
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Automatic Transmission: In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the jumper connector with the 
black 2-pin Molex connector. Plug the black Molex connector into the black 2-pin 
receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit. 

 
6. Install the Start-Stop Ignition Plug 

In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable labeled “Ignition Switch” with the white 6-pin 
Molex connector. Plug the white Molex connector into the white 6-pin receptacle on the 
Start-Stop Base Unit. Run the wire behind the dash towards the ignition switch.  

 
Take the ignition plug out of the Start-Stop Kit and put the plug between the truck’s 
ignition switch and the OEM black receptacle. Push in hard to get a firm connection on 
both ends. Plug the 4-pin Molex connector on the Start-Stop ignition plug into the Start-
Stop ignition switch cable. 

 
*Note – if this is a Volvo truck, see attached Volvo appendix file for installation 
instructions 
*Note – if this is an International truck, see attached International appendix file for 
installation instructions 

7. Connect to the truck’s diagnostic port 
Process to connect to the truck’s diagnostic port: 

 
Run the Inline Y-Cable 
In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable labeled “Inline Y-Cable” with the white 4-pin Molex 
connector and 3-pin connectors. Plug the white Molex connector into the white 4-pin 
receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit. Run the wire behind the dash towards the 
diagnostic connector (J1939). 

 
Remove Diagnostic Connector (J1939) 
Remove the truck’s diagnostic connector from the dash of the truck. Place it in a 
location that will allow easy access to the wires that are pinned at the diagnostic 
connector.  
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Connect CanHi (Yellow Wire) 
Use the blue extraction tool (provided in kit) to remove the OEM Yellow Wire from Pin C 
on the truck’s diagnostic connector. This is the CanHi wire (J1939).  
Plug the OEM Yellow Wire into Pin A on the 3 plug Amphenol connector included in the 
Start-Stop Y-cable kit.  
Plug the Start-Stop Yellow Wire from the harness into Pin C on the truck’s diagnostic 
connector. This is the CanHi wire connection (J1939). 
 

 
 

Connect CanLo (Green Wire) 
Use the blue extraction tool (provided in kit) to remove the OEM Green Wire from Pin 
on the truck’s diagnostic connector. This is the CanLo wire (J1939). 
Plug the OEM Green Wire into Pin B on the 3 plug Amphenol connector included in the 
Start-Stop Y-cable kit. 
Plug the Start-Stop Green Wire from the harness into Pin D on the truck’s diagnostic 
connector. This is the CanLo wire connection (J1939). 
 
Connect Ground (Black Wire) 
Use the blue extraction tool (provided in kit) to remove the OEM Black Wire from Pin A 
on the truck’s diagnostic connector. This is the Ground wire. 
Plug the OEM Black Wire into Pin C on the 3 plug Amphenol connector included in the 
Start-Stop Y-cable kit. 
Plug the Start-Stop Black Wire from the harness into Pin A on the truck’s diagnostic 
connector. This is the Ground wire connection. 
 
Connect Connectors and Complete Y-Cable Installation 
Plug the green plastic triangle into the Amphenol connector to provide a locked 
connection. Connect the 3 plug Amphenol connector with the OEM wires to the Start-
Stop Inline Y-Cable harness 3 plug connector. Make sure the connectors “click”. Have a 
slight tug on all the wires and connectors to be sure they are firmly connected. 
Installation is now complete. Plug the truck’s diagnostic connector back into the dash of 
the truck. 
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8. Connect the Idle Free Harness to Automatic Start-Stop 
Connect the white Molex connector from the Idle Free harness (922001) with the white 
8-pin receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit. 
 

     8.5: Connect Relay for Idle Free Ignition Sense 

Connect Orange and Purple wires from 922001 harness (that do not plug into the Start-

Stop Base unit) into the relay base provided in the install kit (921005) per diagram 

(diagram attached). Run the Black wire to the same ground source the Start-Stop 

Ignition Power harness was run to in Step 3.  Run the Blue wire to the back of the 

ignition switch on the IGN terminal (12V power when key is in ON position). 

*Note if this is a Volvo or International truck, splice Blue wire into Start-Stop ignition 

switch cable green wire (Ignition power). 

Attach terminal lock and relay to the relay base, zip tie through locking tab to hold 

everything together and place behind dash next to Start-Stop Base Unit.  

 

9. Installation Run Test 
Attach the Automatic Start-Stop Test Harness (922029) inline between the Idle Free 
harness (922001) and Start-Stop base unit. The harness will simulate low battery 
voltage.  Turn on the Idle Free system and make sure the Start-Stop switch is turned on 
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(Green LED should be lit). After 10 seconds the Start-Stop should attempt to start the 
truck and the Idle Free unit should shut off. Note: For truck to start the hood needs to 
be closed, key in off position, truck in neutral, and parking brake engaged.  If batteries 
are new/charged the Truck should run for 12-15 minutes and then shut off due to 
detecting full charge.  If the batteries are not charged the truck will idle until they are 
charged (2.5 hours max).  After the truck shuts down there will be a 20-30 second delay 
and the Idle Free unit will turn back on automatically.  If everything worked as expected 
testing is complete and you can remove the inline test harness and plug the Idle Free 
harness (922001) directly into the base unit.  
Note:  

• If the truck shuts down after 5 minutes, the Truck Idle Timer needs to be 
adjusted to 151 minutes to allow the truck to Idle properly and charge the 
batteries. 

• If the test harness is left inline the truck will restart after 3 minutes as it believes 
the APU batteries are low.  

• To test safeties during Automatic Start-Stop Idle, you can open the hood, truck 
will shut down and 20-30 seconds later the Idle Free unit will automatically start 
up. Upon closing the hood, the truck will start within 20 seconds. 

 
10. Secure Base Unit Inside Dash 

Secure Base Unit within dash preferably to a flat surface with zip ties. Ensure the unit 
will not excessively vibrate during truck operation or be interfered with by other 
components or cabling within the compartment. Reassemble dash cover. 

 
11. Place Stickers 

Place the four warning stickers provided on each frame rail within the engine 
compartment and between fuel tanks and tandems. The installation is now complete 
and Automatic Start-Stop is ready for use. 
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Volvo Appendix Files 
 

Connect to Volvo’s Diagnostic Port 
In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable with diagnostic connectors and the white 4-pin Molex 
connector. Begin close to the truck’s diagnostic port and run the cable behind the dash to 
connect the white Molex connector with the white 4-pin receptacle on the Start-Stop Base Unit. 
 
Remove the truck’s existing female diagnostic connector from the dash. Secure Start-Stop’s 
male diagnostic connector to the truck’s female connector. Insert Start-Stop’s female diagnostic 
connector into the truck’s diagnostic connector socket. 
 
Connect to Volvo’s Ignition 

1. Step 1: Connect Ignition Plug 
Remove the plastic steering column and pull the black plastic Volvo ignition receptacle 
from the Volvo ignition switch. Slide Start-Stop’s ignition plug through the terminals on 
the Volvo ignition switch. Be sure that the Start-Stop ignition plug is pressed firmly and 
evenly on the Ignition switch with the 4 wires and connector on the left side of the 
ignition switch. 

 
 

2. Step 2: Drill Hole in Receptacle 
On the black ignition Volvo receptacle, drill a hole in the center circular area between all 
the harness wires. This hole should be large enough to fit the 4-pin Molex connector 
through from the Start-Stop ignition plug. Note: drilling a hole in this plastic plug has 
been approved by Volvo and does not void any warranties. 
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3. Run Ignition Plug Wires 
Place the Start-Stop white 4-pin Molex connector through the hole in the middle of the 
Volvo ignition plug receptacle. Plug the Start-Stop ignition plug connector into the Start-
Stop ignition harness that is connected to the Start-Stop base unit. Secure the Start-Stop 
harness to the existing Volvo harness to ensure tilting or rotating of the steering wheel 
does not damage the Start-Stop wires. 

 

 
4. Complete Installation 

Plug the Volvo plastic ignition receptacle back into the Volvo ignition plug. The 
installation should now be complete. The ignition plug should fit exactly as it was before 
Start-Stop was installed. Put the steering column back and continue to the next steps on 
the installation guide. 
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International Appendix  
1. Run the Ignition Wire 

In the Start-Stop Kit, locate the cable labeled “Ignition Switch” with the white 6-pin 
Molex connector. Plug the white Molex connector into the white 6-pin receptacle on the 
Start-Stop Base Unit. Run the wire behind the dash towards the ignition switch. 

 
2. Connections to the OEM Ignition System 
Connect the following Start-Stop wires using the Posi-Tap® connectors provided in the Start-
Stop kit to the correct OEM ignition wires: 

a. Start-Stop yellow wire to battery 12V+ side wire on ignition switch (BAT) 
b. Start-Stop brown wire to ignition accessories side of switch (ACC) 
c. Start-Stop orange wire to start signal (crank signal) wire (STA) 
d. Start-Stop green wire to ignition power side of switch (IGN) 

 
3. Posi-Tap® Instructions 

a. After finding the correct OEM wire, unscrew the end of the Posi-Tap® connector  
that contains the needle. Put the OEM wire through the plastic cap and screw 
the cap back on the end with the needle. Screw in tightly. 

 
 

b. Find the correct Start-Stop ignition wire and strip off 3/8” to insert into the 
connector. Do not twist the wire. Unscrew the smaller end of the Posi-Tap® 
connector and put the Start-Stop wire through the cap. Allow the stripped wires 
to surround the Posi-Tap ® post. Screw the cap back into the connector. Screw in 
tightly. 
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c. After completing the connection, tug on the Posi-Tap ® connector to make sure it 
is snug and secure before moving onto the next wires. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Idle Free Technical Support: 
Phone: 920-206-9333 
Fax: 920-206-6099 
Email: techsupport@idlefreesystems.com 
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